Would you
elect this man
as your
president?

Students' Association
is accepting applications for the following positions:

t

ditor -in - Chief

YES or NO - it's
up to YOU!

/Ms Editor
•
& ntertainment Editor

Editors' Farewell Issue!

Applications must be submitted to the Students' Association, room DM 20. No later than Friday
March 18, 1994 4:00pm. Attention: Gordon Fardoe, S.A. President

Students' Association
is accepting applications for the following positions:

tation Manager

t

SPECIAL
Double - Length final
edition of Zippy the
Squirrel

xecutive DJ

iso

R

E

D

I

VER 9

POWER TATION
•

•

romotlons Co-ordinator

TONY KNOWLES BEST:

Applications must be submitted to the Students' Association, room DM 20. No later than Friday
March 18, 1994 4:00pm. Attention: Gordon Fardoe, S.A. President
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Fill out this ballot, put in draw box at CMOR it stays in the draw until
the end of May.
Prizes drawn every Wednesday. Winners are contacted by phone
winners have one week to claim prize.
Prizes include WWF tickets, Concert tickets, 5 Quorum personal
alarms, CD's, tapes & much more.
Open to all students & staff.
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Collect THE LAST TWO Tony Knowles cards!
5
P A - G E

CGA's Always Find Good Jobs?
No. Good jobs find CGAs.

ANSIO

j Name:
•

Discover the career opportunities that the CGA Program of Professional Studies has to offer, by attending
the CGA Information Day at Red River Community College.

; Phone #:

Wednesday, March 30

The Certified General
Accountants
Association of Manitoba
Number Four Donald Street
South
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3L 217

Speaker Presentations: 11:00 A.M. - White Lecture Theatre
12:00 P.M. - White Lecture Theatre

Telephone: 477-1256
Toll-free: 1-800-282-8001

Open House Information Session: 10:00 A.M. - 3:00 P.M. - Room D103

Course:
MPIMMIX.4,

CGA
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CMOR office moves
into Projector trailer
By Annette Elvers
hat good does it do to have
part of your radio station in
a trailer?"
Randy Rummery, Student
Association executive doesn't
know either.
CMOR promotions employee
Don Beesley has been moved from
CMOR space into the Projector
trailer—raising questions about
conflict of interest.
"It'd be like going to the Free
Press and finding out a cabinet
minister had a desk sectioned off in
a corner. How could you report
about poli tics?" said entertainment
editor Kenton Larsen.
Production manager Warren
Yarema said that the move is only
to coordinate promotions for
CMOR and the Projector, to help
both entities to become more
profitable.
"It was a business decision that
will allow both areas to work
together more closely," said
Yarema. "Physically the office
space has undergone little change.
Some desks have been moved and
a room divider is now in place."
However, moving in even one
employee may have consequences;
editor Jason Beck feels that this
may hinder the operation of the
newsroom.
"A newsroom needs privacy, you
need to be able to speak freely bout
whatever you are working on," said
Beck.
"It limits what we're going to
write about, how closely we're
going to look at CMOR. How
could we have written about Moxy
Fruvous?" he said, referring to
CMOR's censorship of Moxy
Fruvous' music earlier this year.
Yarema insists that having an
extra employee will not affect the
paper.
"I can guarantee that CMOR will
have no say as to what is written in
the Projector," said Yarema.
"Nothing is being taken away from
them. We're trying to make
everything more professional so
that we can at least break even."
Jason Beck isn't so sure.
"If we weren't on our way out,
I'd really be fighting this."
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Students banned from Projector
By Todd Besant

T

he fallout from the on
campus violation of the
Karla Teak trial publication
ban continues to settle.
And it's adding to the confusion
about the Student Association's
influence on Projector content.
The SA, which has been
screening the content of the
Projector before publication,
decided that Teale ban breakers
Neil Hiebert and Craig Knapp
could no longer write for thepaper.
While not an overly contentious
issue, the decision doesn't sit well
with the editors.
"Governing bodies (like the SA)
have to be separate from the press
and some members of the SA are
not aware of that separation," said
Projector Editor Jason Beck.
For SA President Gord Fardoe,
the explanation for barring Hiebert
and Knapp is simple.
Writing for the Projector is
considered SA employment and
"the student council banned them
from working for the SA," said
Fardoe.
While no one disputes the SA's
right to act as it did, Entertainment
Editor Kenton Larsen questioned
the SA's evidence for banning
Hiebert and Knapp.
"Has the SA conducted an
investigation?" asked Larsen.
"How can the SA know what
law has been broken when the
Manitoba Justice Department
doesn't," said Larsen.

Knapp and Hiebert: banned from paper after writing for two months.
Fardoe defended the SA's action
on the grounds that the SA was
obligated to act because the
breaking of the Teale press ban
"possibly jeopardized an entire
service (CMOR) for the student
body."
"There is no reason the decision
(to ban Knapp and Hiebert from
SA employment) could not be
reviewed," added Fardoe.
Hiebert, who has written a sports

column from the start of the school
year, didn't understand why the
decision came now.
"It seems kind of silly to allow
us to write for a couple of months
and then bar us," said Hiebert.
Fardoe said that he hadn't been
approached by the Projector's
editors concerning Hiebert and
Knapp.
Beck says he didn't challenge
the banning because the next

issues' sports page writers had
already been determined and that
Hiebert and Knapp weren't too
upset.
"What I did was pretty much
determined by Neil's reaction,"
said Beck.
However, Beck said that the next
editors should challenge the
decision.
Hiebert and Knapp may make
an appeal at the April 24 student

council meeting.
"We wanted to leave some time
for perspective," said Hiebert.
Ontario Justice Frances Kovacs
imposed the ban to ensure that
Paul Teale, accused of first degree
murder in the deaths of teenagers
Leslie Mahaffy and Kristen French,
receives a fair trial.
!Carla Teale was convicted of
manslaughter in the deaths.

RRCC
affected
by
lack
of
jobs
CMOR ban lifted
for Registered Nurses
By Todd Besant

A

111 CMOR and the Projector: happy co-habitation?

Petrachek sparks move
By Annette Elvers
S Cation manager Cory
Petrachek sparked the
office changes that led to a
CMOR staff person being moved
into the Projector trailer.
He had been "looking for a way
to create a CD library" and
approached the SA with plans to

change the layout of the CMOR
offices.
Petrachek's changes were
approved, moving his own office
space into the outer office and
shifting a promotions employee
into the Projector trailer.
This allowed space not only for
a CD library but a new sound
system with superior capabilities

to the previous arrangement..
"Gary Moir [RRCC radio
instructor] will drool when he sees
this." said Petrachek. "It's
fantastic."
Responding to rumours that the
office shuffle was meant to annoy
Projector staff, Petrachek said,
"'Fat's only a side effect. This was
only done to benefit the station."

ON THE COVER: SA
promotions co-ordinator
Randy Rummery is the sole
Presidential candidate in the
upcoming executive
elections. He must win a yesno vote to become President.

t least one ban has been
lifted.
Following the Teale ban
breaking fiasco, all students in the
Creative Communications
program had their access to CMOR
facilities revoked.
Two-and-a-half months later
those priviledges have been
reinstated.
"It proved a point," said Cory
Petrachek, CMOR station
manager. "Nobody has the right to
abuse their priviledges."
Although the ban was on all Cre
Comm students, it affected second
year students more, who needed
access to the facilities for school
work.
Ironically, second year
involvement in the affair was
limited.

"They were aiming to punish the
first years, but the second years got
the short end of the stick," said
Neil Hiebert.
Craig Knapp said he was glad
the Cre Comms had been
reinstated, but believes that the
punishment was unnecessary.
Petrachek defended his actions.
"It was basically a pressure tactic,
an attempt to use their (Hiebert's
and Knapp's) peers to let them
know that they did something
wrong," said Petrachek.
While Petrachek hasn't
completely forgiven Hiebert and
Knapp for their actions, there is not
any personal animosity.
"I do actually trust them, it's just
I wouldn't advise
a gut feeling,
putting them on the air."
But he would do so if told to by
the student council.

but

•

By Shirley Kowalchuk

T

he lack ofjobs for registered
nurses is being felt at RRCC
as enrollment plummets for
the Registered Nurse Refresher
Program.
"People think that if they take
the refresher program and can't
get the hours in (working as a nurse)
do they need to take it? There aren't
a huge number of nursing positions
out there", said Sandra Romano,
coordinator of the Registered Nurse
Refresher Program.
The program consists of a theory
and practical skills class for
registered nurses who have been
away from active practice for five
years or more or may be new to the
Canadian R.N. examinations and
must review and update their

sea.ciA: •

knowledge.
To work as a registered nurse in
Manitoba, a nurse must work 1125
hours in a nursing function over a
five year period to maintain nursing
skills and registration for legal
practice as an RN.
With fewer job opportunities for
RN. 's across Canada due to health
care reform and downsized health
care centres, it is harder for nurses
to get the required hours necessary
for active practice status.
"Because education is
expensive, books are expensive people are waiting," said
Romanow.
The program, consisting of two
courses, costs $650.00 for the
clinical practice course and
$750.00 for the theory course.
Usually offered in December and

P.M.

■

-....1 ,61 17.‘

April, the program was cancelled
last winter because enrollment was
considered insufficient with only
12 students.
Only 15 students were enrolled
in the preceeding April course.
"There is a lot in the media
regarding health care reform and
positions being cut. For nurses who
are not working, that's what they
see. Why take the course if people
are being laid off? I tell them to
phone around and see if positions
are available - there aren't many
right now. We have a surplus of
nurses", said Romanow.
The course is expected to be
offered this April.
Romanow says she is waiting to
hear back from eligible applicants
to determine enrollment.
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ditor-in-chief
JASON BECK

ews editor
RENE
HERING
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It's been an interesting year...

Election apathy continues to run rampant

Projector staff packs it in after year of excitement and controversy

Does anybody care about who runs the Students' Association?

'd like to wish the next
editorial staff good luck.
They're going to need it.
As myself, news editor Rene
Hering and entertainment editor
Kenton Larsen prepare to empty
out our desks and hand over the
reigns of the Projector with the
conclusion of this issue, I can't
help feeling sorry for the incoming staff.
This is because the next set of
editors will be at the mercy of a
Students' Association that can't
decide if the Projector is supposed to be a newspaper, a magazine or some sort of public relations newsletter.
Though I'm beginning to suspect the latter.
While students on this campus are generally not aware of
this, the Projector ceased to be a
"free" press over the course of
the past academic year (a point
the editorial staff has kept quiet
until this point for the sake of
job security).
Following the Sept. 7 issue which included unflattering but
factual stories on former SA executive director Don Hillman
and VP of Student Affairs Dave
Hackbart - the SA executive
decided it would be easier to
curtail bad publicity if they had
access to what the Projector was
writing about before the paper
hit the stands.
Consequently, faster than you
can say "conflict of interest",
the editorial staff was informed
that all future issues of the paper
would first have to be screened
by SA President Gord Fardoe
before being printed.

I

Had the staff done anything illegal in its handling of the news or
done something absurd like publishing pornographic photographs,
I perhaps might be able to see an
ounce of justification for this arrangement, but given that the articles in question were not
defamatory or slanderous in any
way, I can only assume the SA
chose to take this route to prevent
us from investigating them without their prior knowledge.
And their decision to insist on
this mandatory screening process,
which has existed for 15 issues
now, suggests that the SA has no
concept of the type of relationship
that must exist between government and media in order for freedom of the press to exist.
Had Richard Nixon been able to
screen the media outlets in the
country he ruled, Watergate may
never have been uncovered.
On this campus, how are the
future editors of the Projector supposed to ensure that the SA is publicly accountable for what it does
with student tuition funds if the
association has the opportunity to
screen and potentially censor what
is being written?
The situation becomes the most
farcical when Fardoe wants to
check with the SA law firm to see

if a story we've written is legal to
print.
Despite the fact the editorial staff
is comprised of journalism students who have studied defamation law inside and out, it has to sit
back and wait for Fardoe and the
SA law firm (which does not handle
defamation cases) to make a decision on whether or not a story
should be run. Usually the lawyer
just says: "I wouldn't run it" and,
after some debate, it goes to print
anyway.
There is no reason an editorial
staff trained in the area of defamation should have to rely on the
opinions of two separate individuals who haven't got a clue about
the legalities of journalism.
That's like a doctor needing the
opinion of two bricklayers before
he can perform an operation - it's
pointless and detrimental to the
deadline at hand.
Fortunately for us, however, our
deadline is finally up and we can
step down and let the next editors
take a shot at climbing through the
bureaucratic web of SA politics.
In the past year, the editorial
staff set out to increase interest in
the Projector by nearly doubling
the size of it and combining a solid
focus on campus news with mainstream entertainment coverage and
such features as Trixie and Sasha,
Phone Hijinx and the Tony
Knowles Collector Card series.
In response to those who wondered why we chose not to make
the sports and entertainment coverage as campus-based as the news,
the answer is simple: we felt the
college didn't have much to offer
in the way of newsworthy spons or

entertainment.
We chose not to cover Red
River sports because - apart
from intramurals - there wasn't
much; and we chose not to review the majority of the entertainment events on campus because we felt most of them were
as boring and unimaginative as
they were tut-newsworthy.
While there were some exceptions (Wild T and The Spirit
- which we covered), we did
not believe our readers wanted
to read articles on Top 40 cover
bands at beer bashes or line-ups
at pancake breakfasts. We provided SA Promotions Coordinator Randy Rummery with a
column to keep students informed of these events, but we
weren't about to attempt to turn
them into news stories - especially in light of the obvious
length of time between issues.
While some may not agree
with the approach the editors
took to the Projector since taking it over with the Natalie Pollock/Larry Linville issue one
year ago, we hope, at the very
least, we were able to catch
your attention once in awhile.
At this point, it's time for the
next editorial staff to step in
and take the Projector in yet
another direction.
That is, of course, if the
Students' Association decides
to let them.

could begin with a sharp
paraphrase concerning
the relationship between
democracy and apathy.
Something like, the death of
democracy won't come swiftly
by assassination, but instead will
be a slow extinction caused by
apathy and indifference.
But I don't expect people to
take Students' Association elections that seriously. / don't take
it that seriously. (Just to give an
idea of the reputation I'm fighting, my locker was graffitied the
other day. Todd Besant: More
serious than Russia. Less serious than death.)
Now, just to be clear about it:
there is an election on.
The three SA executive positions: President, Vice-President
of Student Affairs, and VicePresident of Finance are up for
grabs.
And if this election is like previous ones, it's a given that the

the candidate speeches will take
place at locations other than the

/

majority of the student population
will not vote.
Who knows why this is. I was
flipping through back issues of the
Projector (you're holding it), reading previous election articles. It
was all a fog of apathy, with voter
turnout hovering, like some halfseen object in the sky, around five
per cent. Vague talk of higher participation next election.
Well, it's next election. And the
SA has tried to make some improvements in the process. The
election date is earlier. This might
encourage people to vote.
And there is the possibility that

Tower Lounge.
Something in the candidate selection process went right—we
have some. Both VP positions are
actually being contested. Two students are vying for VP of Student
Affairs. And four (!!!!) are running
for VP of Finance.
Unfortunately, there is only one
candidate for SA President. Which
means a Yes-No referendum.
I don't understand the point of the
referendum. Given the safeguards
in place concerning candidate selection (not just any schmuck can
run) why not just acclaim the candidate? Given the level of disinterest, why risk a 'No' vote and have
to go through this process again in
the fall?
One option that wasn't included
is the candidate debate. A little
mud slinging never hurt anyone,
and it might even increase voter
interest.

For that matter, why not just run
the election like American Gladiators?
Realistically, there is probably
very little that can be done about
the apathy that exists on this campus.
Maybe this apathy exists because
the average age on the campus is
somewhat older than most universities. Maybe older students go to
class and then go home. This is
understandable. They have other
responsibilities: families, jobs, or
interests away from the campus.
The college is part of their daily
routine, not part of their lives.
As for younger students not voting, the act of not voting is reason
enough. It's a soft kind of rebellion, like a pillow fight, that doesn't
involve vomiting or syringes.
But what really concerns me is
the five per cent voter turnout. It is
at the bottom end of the average for
Canadian colleges and universi-

ties. A typical statistic.
But, for a small campus like
Red River, it means that the
three SA positions will be decided on by 300 to 400 people.
Think about it, one organized
group whose needs and concerns may be very different
from yours can determine the
outcome of the election.
(Sounds similar to federal politics, doesn't it...?)
Not to mention the fact that
people often vote for their
friends, or as a joke, vote against
them.
I'm not going to tell you to
vote.
That's up to the candidates.
And I'm not going to say that
if you don't vote you'll get the
government you deserve.
Frankly, regardless of which
candidates win this election,
the students on this campus will
be better served than they deserve to be.

Red River Community College Academic President

Tony Knowles
Collector Cards!

That's the news... I'm outta'
here.

Here they are! The last two collector cards from the
esteemed Tony Knowles collection! If you've
managed to collect the entire 12-card set,
congratulations! You've evolved into a person that
Tony would truly be proud of!

Jason Beck

•

ntertainment
editor
KENTON
LARSEN

roduction
manager
WARREN
YAREMA

Card 12
Tony's famous "I'm with stupid" pose
Card 11
Tony: The Football Years

(J.B.)
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1994-95 Nominees
For Student Executive Positions

He's twisted, he's funny, he's
Murphy... Cook?
By Aileen Goos

w

e've all tuned into
at least one episode
of Murphy Brown.
Each time, Murphy creates
another disaster which leaves
Miles
producer
her
Silverberg, plucking the last

strand of hair from his head.
"I'm Gavin Rich's Murphy
Brown," says Brian Cook
musingly. "No, I'm Frank FontanaI have the forehead to be Frank."
With which follws a striking
impersonation of Candice Bergen.
It's the same conversational
humor that landed Cook the gig as
host of CBC Manitoba's Open
Wide. Cook, 31, beat out several
prominant local celebrities for the
honor.
The show's producer, Gavin
Rich, can't name names, but says
they decided on Cook because
"he's twisted, he's funny, and he
can carry the show."

"Gavin called me and asked if I innovative and sometimes
wanted to come down and incomprehensible minds.
Though Cook is involved in the
audition," recalls Cook, "I didn't
screening and writing aspects of
really think I had a chance."
Though Cook compares his the series, he's uncomfortable
working relationship to that of when people compliment him
Murphy Brown and bandits, Rich instead of the clips or the show
isn'taRolaidsjunkie...yet. Having itself.
"I feel like I'm taking credit for
worked together previously on a U
of W production which brough the other people's work," says Cook,
Bobcat himself to the city was "I'm the guy between the art.
bencicial to the present situation People call up and say I'm playing
great music, but I din't write it!
says Rich.
"He's a great guy to work with," would you be impressed if I came
exclaims Rich. "I've been a fan of to your house and slapped on a
couple of CDs?"
his radio show for years."
Regardless, It was a daring step
Cook, radio renegade n CITI FM
replaced the ever jovial John for CBC Manitoba to launch a new
Delaney. Delaney hosted MTh's program when it did.
Open Wide debuted in early
modestly successful video request
show, Nig ht Line. But as successful January-right around the time
as Delaney' s radio show was, Cook another CBC show, Friday Night
has taken it one rung higher and with Ralph Benmergui, received
doesn't know deny the possibility it's walking papers. But both Cook
that his radio show helped secure and Rich are confidents in a future
for Open Wide.
his spot on Open Wide.
"There's nothing like it on TV,"
Open Wide, the 13 episode series
which is shot in a warehouse in the said Cook, "it's different. I'm
Point Douglas area, showcases film signed for 13 shows, but we're
and video clips from today's hoping to go national."

Doing things
differently
College in government
good books
By Karen Wade

C

ommunity Colleges are
crucial to the economic
growth of Manitoba,
according to a report by the
University Education Review
Commission.
The report, entitled Doing Things
Differently was completed in
December and has been submitted
to the Filmon government for
consideration.
It asserts that colleges have a
good track record in trade and
vocational training and can respond
quickly to changing labor market
demands.
The report also recommends
doubling the number of training
places in community college
diploma programs over the next
five years.
"The report enhances the

reputation of community colleges
such as Red River. They are cast in
a much more positive image in the
eyes of the business sector as well
as the community as a whole," said
College President Tony Knowles.
The report encourages greater
flexibility in the transfer of credits
between universities and
community colleges to ensure that
students who transfer from one
institution to another are not
starting over from square one.
It suggests that there should be
greater cooperation among all the
post-secondary institutions.
The commission also urges the
creation of a First Nations PostSecondary Education Authority to
deal with the education needs of
Aboriginal students.
The government is currently
reviewing the report and will be
making an announcement around
the beginning of April.

VOTE ON MARCH 25 (Advance Polling, March 24)
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NO ONE MAKES PIZZA, PASTA, HEROES, SALAD,
SOUVLAKI,VEAL, CHICKEN & RIBS AS FRESH, AS
TASTY,AS GOOD, OR DELIVERS AS FASTAND
HOT TO YOUR DOOR AS PIZZA EXPRESS

COMPARE QUALITY
COMPARE PRICE
FULLY LICENSED DINING ROOM

For Your FREE Delivery

888-8383
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
2615 PORTAGE AVE.

saese qeaineese
for
Vice-President of Finance

A Message From Tracy Rummery, Candidate For VP Finance

I have the PLAN, I have the PEOPLE, and I have THE HOT CHOCOLATE
MILK! Gee, If I didn't know better, that sounds like the platform of another
famous politician! (Ha, Ha!)

All kidding aside, I'd like to talk to you about a more serious matter. I'd like to first
introduce myself to you. My name is Tom Silman. I am a first year Business
Administration student and I am running for the position of Vice President of Finance.
One of my main reasons for this decision is the growing respect I have gained for the
Students' Association. It was during my first term at R.R.C.C. that I began to realize
the important role that the S.A. plays for the students of this college. I have had the
opportunity to help many of my fellow students and friends who have experienced
problems in the College with the help of the S.A.
However, this is just one of many services that is offered by the S.A. to you the
students. Don't forget the radio station (CMOR), the Projector. social events like Viva
Las Vegas, to the many entertainers that come to the Tower L o unge. All of these great
services do require a team effort from the members of the S.A. of which the V.P. of
Finance is one!
As indicated at the S.A.'s general meeting this February, they have improved their
financial position by LEAPS and BOUNDS. It is my intention as V.P. of Finance to
continue to follow this direction so the students of R.R.C.C. will continue to benefit.
I would like you the students of R.R.C.C. to know that you can count on me to be an
integral part of this team and represent the best interest of the student body.

On March 25th, Vote Tom Silman for V.P. of Finance!
RESUME

September/93 - Present:
October/92 - September/93
December/91 - October/92:
October/89 - December/91:
August/86 - March/90:
July/85 - July/86:
June/85:

Enrolled in Business Administration here at R.R.C.0
Self-Employed consisting of accounting and tax
preparation.
Insurance agent servicing Manitoba and Western Ontario.
General Contractor, Project Manager, Sales Consultant for
Building & Decorating company (Home renovations).
Self-Employed bonded courier (duties included handling
bank deposits in excess of 5 million dollars).
Management Trainee, cook, and waiter at fast food
restaurant.
Graduated Teulon Collegiate.
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Directors'
cuts
uneven

■ Spielberg was the first to have a close encounter with a director's cut.
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By Kenton Larsen
ou'd think they could have
got it right the first time.
Movie directors these days
are taking advantage of TV
screenings and video releases of
their "classics" in order to add extra
scenes and cut out others.
The trend started back in 1977
after Steven Spielberg released

y

Close Encounters of the Third Kind.

Even though the film was greeted
with critical acclaim on its initial
release, Spielberg felt the studio
rushed him on his final edit.
He decided to take the
unprecedented step of editing the
film after it completed its original
run, re-releasing it as Close
Encounters of the Third Kind: The
Special Edition.

Was it any better the second
time round? Surprisingly, yes.
Spielberg lost the bewildering
scene where Richard Dreyfuss
psychotically dumped dirt into his
home, and added others, including
the awesome ocean-vessel-in-them iddle-of-the-desert scene. He also
tacked on a new 15-minute ending
that followed Dreyfuss into the
aliens' ship.
Many of the directors that have
since followed Spielberg's lead
have done so because of studios
that for one reason or another
rushed, censored, or edited their
films against their wishes. And the
videocassette meduim has made it
easier for them to do so.
When the original Fatal
Attraction (1987) was shown to
test audiences, they
overwhelmingly disliked its ending
(because it wasn't "happy").
Bowing to audience pressure,
the director recut the ending
Hollywood-slasher style: Glenn
Close miraculously jumps out of a
bathtub she's supposedly drowned
in, and attacks Michael Douglas
with a kitchen knife. Of course,
she's shot dead.
The video version of the film
now contains both endings.
In the past few years there's also
been some cinema classics that
have been given a facelift.
Spartacus was re-released in
theatres and on video with a host of
new scenes including the notorious
homocrotic bath scene with Tony
Curtis and Laurence Olivier,
thought to be too risque for
audiences in 1960. The restoration
crew found themselves with a
problem, though: the sound for that
portion of the film had been lost.
Incredibly, Curtis agreed to
redub his voice and Anthony
Hopkins filled in for the voice of

the late Olivia. The redubs arc
indiscernable, and the scenes offer
an for the original's logical gaps
that their omission created.
The original King Kong (1933)
has had more "lost" scenes added
in its recent video release.
Audiences now get to see the
mighty beast kill people in greater
numbers and pull away parts of
Fay Wray's clothes.
Unfortunately, Kong directors
Jeff Obrow and Stephen Carpenter
destroyed their footage of gigantic
spiders eating people back when
the film was released.
Apparently the two tested the
'movie on an audience, and after
the "spider" scene, most audience
members left or talked about the
scene for the rest of the film.
Director Frances Ford Copolla
used the TV miniseries as a way to
completely re-edit his lust two
Godfather films films into one (The
Godfather Epic, 1977). Because
much of the second film actually
takes place before the first, that
meant having to do more than just
stick one on the end of the other.
To this day many critics consider
the re-edit to be Copolla's
masterpiece.
Kevin Costner is also at work on
Dances With Wolves (1990). He
apparently is adding an hour's
footage also for a TV miniseries.
Regardless of the success of th
aforementioned films, others have
been redone for seemingly no other
reason than to try to milk a few
extra bucks out of a dud.
If you thought thatBasic Instinct
was needlessly violent and
"provocative," chances are you
won't think much of the video
version. The opening ice-pick
scene has been expanded to show
us a little more nudity and gore, as
has Michael Douglas' rape scene.
Also re-edited for less-thanartistic grounds arc 9 1/2 Weeks
(more boobs) and BodyofEvidence
(ditto).
Star Trek: The Motion Picture
(1980) and Blade Runner (1982)

are two other films that weren't
exactly begging to be redone. The
latter has been made more
confusing with the removal of
Harrison Ford's narration, and the
former's supposed added scenes
are virtually indiscernable, since
no one paid that close attention the
first time.
The next time you set foot in a
video store, have a look at some of
your old favorites again, but be
forewarned: added footage does
not always mean added quality.

■ Pete Postlethwaite (left) and Daniel Day-Lewis are both nominated for Academy Awards for petfornances in In the Name of the Father.

This year's Oscar winners
predictable lot
By Kenton Larsen

S

ome things never change.
For nearly 70 years the
Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences has given out
the highly coveted Oscar to
whomever they consider to be the
year's best.
But for the past 70 years they've
also made us suffer through tacky
production numbers, bad jokes, and
marathon telecasts.
To make matters worst this year
Billy Crystal, the one saving grace
of recent ceremonies, has been
replaced by the obscenely unfunny,
ex-Ted Danson squeeze Whoopi
Goldberg.
Thankfully, the Academy has
played it so safe with its
nominations this year that watching
the procedings isn't necessary,
unless you want to see Cher dressed
in a loincloth.
With that in mind, the Projector
proudly presents its first (and
probably last) Academy Award
predictions. Remember, this is a
competition not an exhibition: feel
free to wager away your life
savings.

DIRECTOR
BEST
NOMINEES:
Jim Sheridan, In the Name of the
Father; Jane Campion, The Piano;
James Ivory, The Remains of the
Day; Steven Spielberg,Schindler' s
List; Robert Altman, Short Cuts.
AND THE WINNER WILL BE:
Spielberg, no contest. He wasn't
nominated for The Color Purple
and he should have already won
for Jaws, E.T., or even Raiders of
the Lost Ark.

WHAT ARE THEY DOING
HERE?:
The Remains of the Day was
arguably one of Ivory's weakest
films.
WHAT ABOUT:
Peter Weir for Fearless, or Martin
Scorsese for The Age of I nnocence?
SUPPORTING
BEST
ACTRESS NOMINEES.
Holly Hunter, The Firm; Anna
Paquin, The Piano; Rosie Perez,
Fearless; Winona Ryder, The Age
of Innocence; Emma Thompson,

Thompson are more deserving
of their Best Actress nominations,
so cancel them out. Paquin is a
kid (from Winnipeg), which
stacks the cards against her, and
even though Perez was excellent
in Fearless, she's mostly known
for her past performances in shit
like White Men Can't Jump.

WHAT ABOUT:
Ben Kingsley for Schindler's List?

Tom Hanks, Philadelphia;
Anthony Hopkins, The Remains of
the Day; Liam Neeson, Schindler's

BEST ACTRESS NOMINEES:
Angela Bassett, What' sLove Got To
Do With it?; Stockard Channing, Six
Degrees of Separation; Holly Hunter,
The Piano; Emma Thompson, The
Remains of the Day; Debra Winger,

List.

Shadowlands

WHAT ARE THEY DOING
HERE?:
Hunter was irritating as Hell in
the equally-irritating The Firm,
and Thompson essentially played
Nancy Drew in In the Name of
the Father.

AND THE WINNER WILL BE:
Hunter for The Piano. She's hyped
right up to become the second actress
to win an Oscar for a role in which
she doesn't utter a word (the first
was Marlee Matlin for Children of a
Lesser God).

WHAT ABOUT:
Anne Archer for Short Cuts, or
Isabella Rossellini for Fearless?

WHAT ARE THEY DOING
HERE?:
Bassett looked ridiculous doing her
Tina Turner impression in Love, and
Winger's Brooklyn accent in
Shadowlands was pitiful. And didn't
she already do that death-bed scene
in Terms of Endearment?

BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
NOMINEES:
Leonardo DiCaprio, What's
Eating Gilbert Grape?; Ralph
Fiennes, Schindler' s List;
Tommy Lee Jones, The Fugitive;
John Malkovich, In the Line of
Fire; Pete Postlethwaite, In the

WHAT ABOUT:
Michelle Pfeiffer for The Age of

Name of the Father.

Innocence?

In the Name of the Father.

AND THE WINNER WILL BE:
Ryder by the process of
elimination. Both Hunter and

AND THE WINNER WILL BE:
Jones for his scene-stealing role
in The Fugitive.

BEST ACTOR NOMINEES:
Daniel Day-Lewis, In the Name of
the Father; Laurence Fishburne,
What's Love Got To Do With it?;

AND THE WINNER WILL BE:
Hanks for Philadelphia. DayLewis and Hopkins have their
Oscars, Fishburne was great, but
his flick was bad, and no one payed
any attention to Neeson before he
played Oskar Schindler.
WHAT ABOUT:
Harrison Ford for The Fugitive or
Jeff Bridges for Fearless?
BEST PICTURE NOMINEES:
The Fugitive; In the Name of the
Father; The Piano; The Remains
of the Day; Schindler's List.

AND THE WINNER WIT .L BE:
Schindler's List.

WHAT ARE THEY DOING
HERE?:
The Remains of the Day, as said
previously, was weak.
WHAT ABOUT:
Fearless, Short Cuts, Philadelphia,
or The Age of Innocence?

Asylum shines on compilation
See" is speed-pop at its finest,
Smashing Pumpkins' "Glynis" is more
intelligent grunge from the Chicago
quartet, and Urge Overkill's "Take a
Walk" is better than most of the cuts
off of their recent album, Saturation.
Now the bad news: Matthew
Sweet's "Superdeformed" has
superbad reverb vocals and a tinny
production to boot, The Breeders'
"kis" is cute, but a throwaway, Beastie
Boys' "It's the New Style" makes one
long for the old style, and Patti Smith's
live "Memorial Song" is ruined with
inane pre-song banter ("I don't really
have anything to say except...aww,
nothing.").
No Alternative has enough good
tracks to make the purchase worth it,
and it's for a worthy cause. You'll
likely want to tape the good tracks and
stick the CD on the shelf, where it will

Elvis Costello - Brutal Youth
(Warner)
Review by Kenton Larsen
f at first you don't succeed try,
St.," S teve Nieve 's bubbling piano and
try again.
Pete Thomas's crashing drums make it
clear the music is a sunny return to
The old cliché could easily
constitute Elvis Costello's credo toward Costello's old sound.
Commercial success.
Costello's love of vintage rock has
Critically speaking, Costello has over
always shone through in his songs, and
the tracks on Brutal Youth are no
17 years proven he is one o f rock' s most
talented songwriters.
exception.
"Thirteen Steps Lead Down" starts
His metaphor-packed lyrics and oftcheeky wordplay are driven home by
as a low-key, acoustic affair, but
catchy melodies and a most
suddenly a bombastic chorus kicks in;
idiosyncratic delivery: of the many rock
it's such a surprise it makes you want
to cheer. The song harkens back to the
figures who are afflicted with a limited
vocal range, Costello's voice is easily
melody genius of the Beatles, and it
just may be the hit Costello so deserves.
the most adaptable to the songs he pens.
"This is Hell" works as a sarcastic
Despite his way with a melody, his
throaty voice and angry lyrics have
swipe at current culture and makes a
nifty comic companion-piece to
generally kept him, as Paul Westerberg
Costello's "God 's Comic" on his Spike
once sang, "one foot in the door, one
CD. The song is sung over a mock
foot in the gutter." Of Costello's 16
lullaby piano as Costello gives us a
albums, he's only had two bona fide hit
songs: "Everyday I Write the Book"
tongue-in-cheek look at his day-to(1983) and "Veronica" (1989).
day annoyances and personal visions
Most recently Costello shunned
of Hell:
public approval in favor of artistic
"My favorite things are playing again
integrity, releasing the quirky Spike
and again/But they're by Julie
(1989) and The Juliet Letters (1993)
Andrews/And not by It Coltrane."
backed only by a string quartet.
Other songs, especially "Rocking
And his last record of straight-ahead
Horse Road" experiment with steely
rock & roll, Mighty Like a Rose (1991)
percussion and use minimal backing
had some great hooks, but how could
instrumentation, much like Costello's
lyrics like "You don't care anymore/
excellent songs of old.
And you hate all the people that you
While this may make the disc the
used to adore/And you despise all the
most user-friendly to new listeners,
rumors and lies of the life you led
die-hard fans will be disheartened with
before," spell anything but commercial
its subject matter. Where he once used
failure?
his emotions as parallels to politics, he
With Brutal Youth, easily his most
now uses them as an end in themselves.
accessible and peppy CD of late,
And that's enough, unfortunately, to
Costello gives commercial success the
take the edge of these otherwise
old college try one more time.
pleasing cuts.
The effort reunites Costello with his
Listening to Brutal Youth is like
crack back-up band, the Attractions,
taking a stroll in the park on a sunny
and on-again off-again collaborator
day. With Costello, though, the walk is
Nick Lowe, though the disc is credited
ruined when there's no mugger waiting
to Costello only.
to jump out at you. 000
From the LP's opening track, "Pony

I

N Soul Asylum tackles soul on the No Alternative compilation.
soundtrack that can be played over
and over again and that's as amazing
as the movie that spawned it.

In the Name of the Father
Soundtrack - Various
Artists (PolyGram)
Review by Angela Dowd
Unlike The Last Action Hero disaster,
which produced a horrible film and
soundtrack, the In the Name of the
Father Soundtrack is as great as its
cinematic counterpart.
The CD is green with Irish talent.
Bono (the guy from U2, not Sonny)
performs two of three original
compositions. "Billy Boola" has that
wacky Bono singing stuff like "Baby's
a flirt/Nipples in a T-shirt" and "Go
suck-a-dick-a!"
Sinead O'Connor, who seems to rear
her stubby head on every benefit/
soundtrack album, is also featured. "You
Made Me the Thief of Your Heart" is

the album's best song. An eerie
beginning starts things off, and the
song builds and builds with pounding
conviction, as does O'Connor's
passionate voice.
The soundtrack also contains a few
tunes from the "groovy" era - Thin
Lizzy, Tuni Hendrix, and the Kinks which make you want to stomp your
platforms in a pair of polyester
bellbottoms. Why, even Bob Marley
gets a chance to shake his dreads.
The album, thankfully, doesn't fall
into the common soundtrack-from-hell
pit. You won't find Patrick Swayze
straining through an impersonation of
a 13-year-old boy going through
puberty like on, say, the Dirty Dancing
Soundtrack.
The In the Name of the Father
Soundtrack is an anomaly - a

000 la

Ace Of Base - The Sign
(BMG)
Review by Jason Beck
The success of The Sign is a bad
sign of the times.
Already being hailed as the heir
apparent to fellow Swedish groups
ABBA and Roxette, Ace Of Base has
climbed the North American dance
and top 40 charts virtually overnight
with this release (in Winnipeg, it's
almost impossible to turn on Q94 FM
for 15 minutes without hearing one of
their current hit singles).
While the extent of the band's
commercial success is undeniable, it
may be a little early to herald Ace Of
Base as the second coming.
Whereas both ABBA and Roxette

can at least lay claim to being original
and inventive in their approach, this
band races through one-line choruses
and relies almost entirely on a pale,
Shamen-esquednun machine backdrop.
Despite the few tracks that are colorful
enough to work (such as the ska-like
"All That She Wants"), much of the
collection is both derivative and
redundant.
Ace Of Base's The Sign is the musical
equivalent of cotton candy.
Though it may sound sweet at first,
its lack of substance makes it sickening
after awhile. 0 1/2

Beck - Mellow Gold (MCA)
Review by Jason Beck
11 Bob Dylan or Jim Morrison were in
their early twenties right now, their rust
albums might have sounded something
like this one.
While the songs on Beck's Mellow
Gold may never be held in the same
regard as Dylan or The Doors, there's

no question that this cynical young
poet's perspective on life and his music
is quite similar.
The biggest difference is that his
anti-establishment messages are tre and
with advanced production techniques
and sampling - and his musical style
fuses together elements of folk, rap,
blues, funk and grunge rock.
Consequently, half of the cuts on
the 12 track collection are enhanced by
the technology - while the messages
and lyrics contained in the other half
are buried by it. While Beck's ambition
is admirable, it's clear that his desire to
experiment with musical fusions and
styles occasionally takes precedence
over his lyrical messages.
The bulk of the tracks worth hearing
on the disc are contained on the first
half of it..
The hit "Loser" (with the
unforgettable clams: "I'm a loser baby/
So why don't you kill me?') blends rap
and a blues lick with some sort of tribal

chant, "Fuckin With My Head" and
"B eercan" recall funk and blues sounds
of the 60s and 70s, and the bizarre
"Soul Suckin Jerk" is a take-this-joband-shove-it techno rap about a guy
who goes crazy working in a fast
food chicken outlet, burns his uniform
and takes to the street in his underwear.
"Pay No Mind (Snoozes)" is the
most Dylan-esque folk song highlighting Beck's abilities as a poet
while reminding listeners that the artist
does indeed have a voice beneath all of
the production and sampling:

Projector-O-Rama
Rating System
00000 Classic
0000 Excellent

000 Average to Good
OOFair to Poor
OAbysmal

'Tonight the city is full of morgues/
And all the toilets are overflowing/
There's shopping malls coming out of
the walls/As we walk out among the
manure."
Though, as mentioned earlier, half
of the cuts on the disc are hindered by
a little too much experimentation,
Beck's debut proves that the artist has
a promising career ahead of him.
Mellow Gold is not exactly gold,
but it's no loser either. 00 1/2

Various Artists - No
Alternative (BMG)
Review by Kenton Larsen
Actually, there are plenty of
alternatives.
NoAliernativeisonlyoneinarecent

inundation of compilation albums from
collections of musicians concerned
about the evils of the world.
Just last year there was Freedom of
Choice, Born to Choose, Sweet Relief,

and Peace Together, to name a few.
And that doesn't even include tribute
discs or soundtracks.
While there's no denying the relea ces
albenfitworhycus,e'alo
no denying that such efforts are usually
uneven affairs and only worth one or
two listens.
No Alternative is no exception.
The worthy cause is AIDS and the
high-profile talent includes Soul
Asylum, Urge Overkill, Smashing
Pumpkins, and Niry ana (on an untitled,
uncredited cut).
As they did on the Sweet Relief
compilation, Soul Asylum steals the
show. This time Dave Pirner and
company cover Marvin Gaye 's "Sexual
Healing." The boys salvage the bassline
from the original and spice it up with a
heavy dose of fuzz guitar, giving it
their personal stamp.
Bob Mould (Sugar, Husker Du) also
cashes in big with his folksy "Can't
Fight it," Buffalo Tom's "For All To

Nick Heyward - From
Monday To Sunday

(Sony)
Review by Jason Beck

Nick Heyward's From Monday To
Sunday is appropriatly titled - as it is the
kind of album that deserves to played
every day of the week.
The latest solo effort from the former
Haircut 100 frontman is a polished, 12track collection of romantic pop songs
that address angst in relationships in a
continuous thematic fashion while
playing with the adjusting the musical
format somewhat.
Theresult is a slickpackageof guitaroriented, mainstream recordings jazzed
up with string instruments, horns and
delicate percussion.
While the slower, more atmospheric
cuts on the LP sound like across between
The Lightning Seeds, The Lilac Time
stay for a long, long time. 00 1/2
and even XTC (Heyward's vocals
actually resemble those of an optimistic
Sass Jordan - Rats (EMI)
Andy Partridge from time to time), the
Review by Aileen Coos
most energetic cuts (such as the catchy
What slithered out of Pandora's Box
opening track "He Doesn't Love You
Like I Do") could be mistaken for
couldn't compare to what's seeping
glitzed-up Smithereens songs.
out of Rats.
Apart from the crisp production
The new 12-song CD from Canadian
inherent in this self-produced effort,
songstress Sass Jordan is her purest,
much of the appeal of the release can be
raunchiest, most honest form.
Originally titled Rat's Ass - attributed to the way in which Heyward
is able to express the sincerity in his
shortened due to music politics - Jordan
music while sounding light and dreamy
hasn't lost the spit-and-vinegar attitude
at the same time.
she's infamous for. Her whiskeyThis is most evident in the infectious
stained vocals still embrace every word
single "Kite" (a beautifully composed
they sing. And in some cases, like the
fusion of mandolins and cellos),
track "Ugly," which George Clinton
"January Man" (perhaps the poppiest
(yes, the first brother) appears on,
song about being used everput to music),
Jordan's voice is stronger than ever
and 'These Words" (a clever look at
before.
redundancy in a relationship).
Ads for Rats proclaim the effort as
While some cuts are less credible and
a deep dark recording about life's
endearing than others, most of the record
extremes and the quiet moment in
is both listenable and intriguing.
between." It's a statement which
FromMonday To Sunday is a pleasant
couldn't better describe "Breakin'," a
surprise from an almost forgotten source.
song that details the events of one
person losing their grasp of life through
000
the eyes of the helpless witness.
Jordan's passion in the lyric "I wish so
bad I could've saved you/That all this
love could somehow change you" is
haunting.
She's definitely come a long way
from singing back up with Quebec
popsters the Box.
Though Jordan's been accused of
stealing the rootsiness of the Black
Crowes, the songs on the disc
encompass ideas and sounds that would
turn those Black Crowes green.
lb
a.
Jordan's last effort, Racine, offered
a quick glance into what she was
striving for musically. But with Rats,
Jordan has broken out of the Box that
confined her.
The first single "Hard Road Easy"
is a perfect example of what can be
found on the rest of the CD. Jordan has
grown not only as a performer, but as
a lyricist.
Other tracks like "Pissin' Down"
and "Head" allow the listener to take a
trip into the darker side of life's realities
ROOTS - POLO PARK
through Jordan's eyes.
It's one of the most solid efforts to
40 * 4 * 4 V • 0 * 0 * 4i a t el * 0, * 46
come out of Canada for some time.
Set a trap...catch some Rats. 000
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Trixie and Sasha are really drag
queens - Go figure
babe or what?
-Just a guy
Darling, even if you had the
slightest notion of what truth was
you'd still be a moron. These
women are fictional characters
representative of different social
strata and designed to cater to male
fantasy in order to capture a specific
demographic group. And if you
don't understand that, honey,
which I'm sure you don't let me
put it in plain English: THEY'RE
NOT REAL, THEY DON'T
EX IS T.... ANYWHERE I ! !!!!

Dear Trixie and Sasha,
Why the hell is Veronica such a
bitch. Archie doesn't deserve that
kind of abuse. Won't he ever learn?
Betty would do anything for him,
although she is a little plain. Come
to think of it Veronica is a
sophisicated minx that may be well
worth the trouble. But Betty's so
nice, she deserves a good man. Oh,
just can't decide which one I'd
rather sleep with. The same goes
for Ginger and Mary-Ann. And in
an odd sort of way Betty and
Wilma. I'm so confused.

-Trixie

-38 years old and living in my Dear Trixie and Sasha,
parent's basement.
Just four quick questions. I heard
you are really men dressed up like
women. Is this true? I also heard
Dear 38 years old,
that you are leaving the city and
My what a disgusting little freak won't be writing for the Projector
you are. Needless to say, you take any more. Is this true? And finally,
naive realism to daring new heights. how about that agent 99? Is she a

Dear just a guy,
In response to your first question,
sweetie we are women to the soul
but we just happen to be trapped in
men's bodies. For those of you
who thought anything else, one
word: DUH!! Secondly, it is true,
Trixie and I are leaving for New
York to pursue careers as Dada
poets. As a going away present to
all our wonderful loving fans we
have included a do-it-yourself
DaDa poem in this issue's column.
At the end of the column you will
find 20 quotes from the TV series
"The S impson is". Just cut outevery
word, put them in a bag and shake
them up. Then arrange them on a
sheet of paper as they are drawn
from the bag and PRESTO; your
very own authentic DaDa poem.
As for your other two questions, I
must say that you truly are an idiot

worthy of a spot in a carnival freak
show. Bu t enough about you, Trixie
and I would like to thank all of our 10.
adoring fans for their loving support
over the past year and bid everyone
11.
a fond farewell.
12.

-Sasha

13.
14.

I wish I could believe that
this time dad, I really do.
15.
I bet those hippies didn't
think that was so gr0000vy.
16.
Homer, were you up all
17.
night eating cheese?
I can see through time.
Mr. Simpson, we A have
nosebleeds.
Ah, sweet liquor eases the 18.
pain.
Three more hairs and I'll
19.
have a comb over.
I don't know the scientific
explanation but fire made it 20.
good.
I going to the back scat of
my car with the woman I

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

love and I won't be back for
ten minutes.
Those trophie;s aren't for
bowling they're for
lovemaking.
All the kids in Springfield
are S.O.B's.
I'm Mr. Burns blah blah
blab do this do that blah
blah blah.
My chest hurts.
Donuts, is there anything
they can't do?
Aye chivahiva, mi
stomach°.
I..It smells funny in there.
Oh Margie, you came and
you gave me a turkey on
my vacation away from
worky. Oh Margie.
You silly customer. You
should know you cannot
damage a twinkle.
Ah, these minstrels should
soothe my jangled nerves.
Marge, I want to be alone
with my sandwich.

A
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Northwestern College of Chiropractic

Make_ people

oh-

• Approx. 2-3 years of college in a a life or health science degree program.
• A minimum G.P.A. of 2.5. A more competitive G.P.A. is favored.
• A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

REGISTRATION

Northwestern offers:
• A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
• A well-rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis, X-ray,
and Chiropractic.
• Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.
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For Student Executive Positions
VOTE ON MARCH 25 (Advance Polling, March 24)

RoseAnna Schick

for
Vice-President of
Student Affairs

ELECT

Another one rides the bus...

Steve May!

There's no stories like bus stories
By Angela Dowd

Vice-President
Student Affairs

s

VOTE
WELL
AND
PROSPER • • • .!
Get
results
with
Steve!
The Entrepreneurs Club in cooperation with The Stutients'Association presents to you:

BARBARA
BOWES
OF COOPERS & LYBRAND MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
will be conducting a seminar on
resume and interview skills

APRIL 5th
BLACK LECTURE THEATRE
TICKETS - $5.00 -AVAILABLE AT USED BOOKSTORE

LIMITED SEATING! GETTICKETS NOW!
CALL 632-2226 FOR MORE INFO

OFF 1st MONTH

o I'm late for the school bus
as usual.
It's winter and I've got my brand
new lace-up boots on (in grade
nine nice boots are more important
than school work). I'm running all
awkwardly when the eyelets on
my boots hook together and
WHAM! My head goes straight
into a snowbank.
I think my bus driver is laughing.
My thoughts are confirmed as I
lifted my face and saw a chubby
face bobbing up and down with
laughter from the bus window. I
wipe the snow from my head, which
now looks like a tomato, and trot to
the bus staring down at the snow.
That's just oneof my bus stories.
There was also the time when I
was waiting for the bus in my long
coat and black boots with heels. I
think it was RuPaul who said,
"Boots make the woman." Or was
it Imelda Marcos?
Anyway, I'm waiting and the
bus pulls up (it's still winter) and I
lift my sexy little boot onto the first
step before my other one decides
to go a different way. So under the
bus I slid and my head whacked
against the ice. As I watch my
donut and Dairy Maid roll out of
my lunch bag and down the road,
I'm thinking, "My bus driver is
laughing, right?"
Though a faint buzz was ringing
in my head, I could hear my bus
driver say, "Hey-hee hee heeAngie-ha ha ha-You-het hee-you
okay?
I would have laughed too had
my head not felt like a big old ice
block.
"Just fine," I thought as I stared
at the valve stem on the tire.
Everyone's got a bus story.
Yours is probably about what you

I Waiting for a bus driver named "Godot."
saw from the bus (ie. a girl trip on
her boots and sliding under the
bus). Buses are great. As long as
you follow the rules.
Like if you talk, you get the Ican't-believe-I-have-to-remindyou-how-rude-it-is-to-laugh look.
And buses are cheap. The sign says
S1.35, but 85 cents will do (just
don't stop running until you get to
the back of the bus).
Buses are great people-watching
places. There's the "walkmans"
who stare straight ahead and not
only listen to the funky beat, but
want to share it with you. This
causes problems due to the no-talk
rule; that makes it real quiet except
for the da da doom da da doom.
Then there's the regulars.
I have one on my bus, the 77
Kildonan Place. Maybe you've
seen the guy: he gets on around 3

p.m. at the corner of Logan and
King Edward. He's an old man
with a battered metal lunch kit
covered in Del Monte banana
stickers.
He's got bushy grey eyebrows
and a navy down-filled parka. I
wish he was my grandfather.
When he got on again the other
clay, I sat across from him and gave
him a really big smile. He just
looked back at me a little worried
and shrugged.
Since you're only allowed to
stare, you can read those bus ads:
"Oh what a tangled web we
weave/When by the front door we
leave./Please use the rear door."
Or "How to unstick a Crunchie
from your friend's teeth." I can't
help but think, "Geez, I sure hope
my brother never gets a Crunchie
stuck in his teeth and I'm the only

one around."
One more bus story: it happened
a good year or two after the bus
wheels incident. I recognized that
familiar wah wah of the bus horn
as I tore out of the house with my
school bag and an overnight bag 'cos I had been staying over at a
friend's place that night.
So I'm jogging away like in that
Chariots of Fire movie, and I'm
almost at the bus when I hear my
bus driver banging on his window.
I stop to look up when I see him
pointing behind me.
I look down at the gaping zipper
in my now-empty overnight bag
and look back.
A trail of socks, pyjamas,
sweaters, a brush, and panties led
the way back to my front door.

SHREEE
UNIT RENTAL
NI;

SENTINEL SELF-STORAGE
Pembina & Perimeter
269-8800

Keewatin & Inkster
694-9578

e l eA tSI AC0111 1 1 g
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Dangerous prop comedy and Atomic Improv
SA Promotions Coordinator

P

HEY WANNA SUBLET, spa-

N Where there's smoke there's fire. Ah, whatever.
April 6 and 7, the Health Care
Referendum will ask students to

decide on the implementation of a
health care plan for all students,
starting in the fall of 1994.
Brochures detailing the plan are
already circulating the campus, and
television and radio commercials

are broadcasting in the Tower
Lounge and on CMOR for quick
information on the plan.
Read watch, or listen for
information, and check off your
decisionatthenollinestaiinnc April
6 and 7.

A Health Plan for Red River students?
The Red River College Students' Association in conjunction with The National Student Health Network have designed an affordable health insurance plan to help students attending Red River:
■ maintain a basic level of health while pursuing their studies, and
■ ensure that preventable medical emergencies do not jeopardize the timely completion of their
academic programme.

Questions and Answers
What will this plan cover?
The Red River College Students' Association has negotiated with Mutual
Life of Canada for benefits in the following areas:
Prescription drugs (80% coverage, including oral contraceptives and
a pay-direct card)
Paramedical Services (chiropractor, massage therapist, psychologist,
naturopath, physiotherapist, etc.)
Medical Equipment and Appliances
Dental Accident Benefit
Emergency Travel Medical Coverage
Accidental Death and Dismemberment

:or

e•

Doesn't Manitoba Health Services cover me for everything I need?
Although Manitoba Health Services covers you for many things, all of
the benefits of the Health Plan are medically necessary expenses that
Manitoba Health Services does not cover.

What if I am already covered?
Students already enrolled in another extended health care plan (through
parents, spouse or employers) may choose to opt out the plan a receive a
full refund.

How much will this cost?

Will I be able to add my family?

These benefits will cost $75 per year ($6.25 per month). This amount will
be added to your student fees.

Yes, the plan will offer family coverage, to those who wish it, for an
additional cost. (575/family in addition to the student rate).

st

ROOMS FOR RENT
S H AR ED
ACCOMIMODATIONS $275,
wanted : quiet, responsible,
straight, non-smoking, male or
female to share large 4 brcharacter house in River HeightsTuxedo area. Rent includes:
private br, parking, all
utilities(except phone)
superchannel, free laundry.
Share; Ir, dr, kit, bath, tv, large
yard, House has open fire place,
hardwood floors, and cove ceilings. Available at once.

By Randy Rummery
rop comedy so funny, it's
And more comedy comes your
Get ready to head for the polls in
dangerous!
way , but this time, it's your the coming weeks, as Red River
That's the billing for show!
students arc asked to make two
comedian Marty Putz, who brings
The Atomic Improv Company important decisions about their
his unique one-man show to the will be re-inventing comedy in the future:
Tower Lounge Tuesday, March Tower Lounge at noon. This
Friday, March 25, elections for
22 at noon.
Edmonton-based troupe, the three S.A. executive postions
If the name isn't familiar, the composed of Paul Mather and will be held at polling stations
sight of Marty in his inflatable Donovan Workun, consider throughout the college.
tuxedo, or with a larger than life themselves a high-risk form
Students are asked to choose
baseball mitt strapped to his head comedy, with no two shows the from the field of candidates for the
should stir your memory. He has same.
positions of President, and Viceappeared at universities and
Every performance is based on Presidents of Finance and Student
colleges all over Canada and the suggestions from the audience, and Affairs.
U.S., and lists America's Funniest you're encouraged to throw out
The candidates will be out
People, Comedy on the Road, and any ideas that come into your head.
looking for your vote this week, so
Comic Strip Live among his And don't be afraid to be off the seize the opportunity to grill them
television credits.
wall, because these guys thrive on on the issues and find out exactly
And be ready to get involved! it!
what they stand for!
Audience participation is a key
They also like to get the audience
Most importantly, get out and
element of his show, so bring your on stage for parts of the show, so von' nn thr 1 5th bernitcr iec your
friends and make them stand up once again, bring a friend, and
say on who handles your student
front!
make them stand up front!
fees next year.
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Vote April 6 & 7

cious 2 bdrm in the St. James
area only 5 mins to PoloPark,
15mins to RRCC/ dwtn, rent is
only $ 482. Free heat & water,
fully carpeted, separate kitchen
& livingroom, lots of storage
space. Will leave damage deposit, for more info. call :8855463, ask for Kirk time:6pm11pm.
FOR RENT Shaped Accom
Student Special. 2 bedroom,
completely furnished suite, 1
block from RRCC, share setting, living room, microwave,
washer & dryer.$250/month.
Incl. utilities. 1 bedroom occupied. Avail. NOW. call 694-4692
after 6 on week days. Any time
on weekends.
2 SEPARATE ROOMS, furnished bedroom, dresser, 2
washrooms,privacy-quiet. Security bars. $175 for 1
room.$190 for room & parking.
Includes utilities Washer, dryer,
fridge, stove. 1933 Notre Dame.
Phone 633-4697. Ask for Dan.
LOOKING FOR A CHEAP
PLACE, to live close to RRCC
(one bus) and 5 min. from downtown. Newley decorated basement includes washer and
dryer, dishwasher, share,
kitchen & bathroomfaculities $
225.00/month plus 1/3 utilities
ph. 783-7528
1 BEDROOM SUITE, room &
bath in the basement, share
kitchen, some furniture already
there, $225/ month. Use of
washer & dryer, parking available with plug. Non-smoker
preferred. Call 772-8831 and
leave message.

classifieds

ROOM & BOARD, near
Kenaston & Grant, parking, bus,
cable t.v., friendly environment,
available immediately. $375/
month phone 896-3184, ask
for Diane.
ROOMS FOR RENT

Student Special! Cable and utilities included. Downtown.$200
$240/Month. Please phone Paul
or Reuben at 772-1487
ROOM $200/Month. St. James.
clean. Non-smoker. 888-5896
or page at 931 -0116 and leave
a number.
-

ROOM MATE WANTED, responsible male/female to share
house in Sargent Park comm.
centrearea. Rent $250/ mo. $1/
2 utilities. Call Colleen 7868942.
I NEED A ROOM MATE !,
Tyndall Garden Apt., 15 minute
bus to college, available March
1st, non-smoker, parking extra, $221/ month, call Trevor for
more info. after 5:30pm.
ROOMMATE WANTED All appliances. Close to RRCC & Polo
Park. $180/Month. 831-9034

REASONABLY priced Automotive work at today's down to
Earth low prices.
Ph. 231-1693.
FOR SALE, Managerial Accounting text for CAP V, excellent condition. $60. See Cathy
in D202 during day or call 8322481 after school.
ADVERTISING & GRAPHIC
design done professionally and
quickly with reasonable rates.
Call Warren at 632-2476(work)
or 694-2909 (home). Specializing in Black & White design.
TECHNICAL, Drafting Pens 4
sale. Tungsten tips. Sizes: .35,
.50, .70, 1.00. Hinged case. Ink
Include. Like NEW.Koh-l-Noor.
$90 OBO. Call Marcel at 2567200.

TYPING

VAL'S COMPUTER DESIGNS
Top quality computer work done
quickly and accurately. Call Val
Sawrenko at 489-9499

■

Le Roseau national
d'assurance-sante tatudiant

It's your choice! It's your health!

single parent wanted to share
house in West End with single
working parent. Uitility &
launbdry include. Convienent
location. $250/Month. Call
Richell at 783-7099 or leave
message.
ROOM FOR RENT, for one or
two students. Laundry & kitchen
facilities board optional. Good
bus service ph. 489-8929.

RRCC Health
Centre Wellness
Program
March is National Nutrition Month
Watch for Nutrition and Healthy Eating Display in
Library Window. March 14-28

LUNCI I AND LEARN
Creative eating for kids. A healthy bag lunch may be
purchased for $2.00. Wednesday, March 30, 12-fpm.
D105. Presented by Joan Bowen, Nutrition Educator,
Hospitality Department, and Tracy Kane, Assistant
Manager, Versa Foods. Please register at the Health
Centre by Friday, March 25. DOOR PRIZE!

TI IF RISKS OF MEDICATION
Pharmacist Marie Fowler. Wednesday, March 23,
11:30-12:30, D105 . How well do you know the
medication you are taking?

RELEASE AND RELAX

FOR RENT,in the St. James/
Westwood area. All utilities included. $300./ month.Call 8881891.
1 BEDROOM,apartment in
quiet home close to all
convienences,
parking,references required,
non-smoking. $395/month. Includes all utilities, fully furnished. 888-1607

DO YOU NEED someone to
type your assignments, term
papers, etc? I can help! Word
processing services available
at a reasonable cost. Call Vicki
at 222-6211

Workshop conducted by Bonnie Neil, Counsellor, Access
and Southern Nursing Programs, who specializes in
relaxation techniques. Thursdays, March 24 and 31,
12:45pm, D105. Enhance your physical and mental
health.

WILL DO WORD PROCESSING Resumes or papers. Reasonable rates. Quick service.
Call 237-9285 or leave message.

APRIL IS CANCER MONTI I
TAKE A TRIP TO THE BEACH: STRESS
MANAGEMENT

ROOM FOR RENT, Forone or

I LOVE WORDS. ENGLISH
tutor will help you compose
essays, letters, speeches, also
typing. Call Joan at 338-3628

two students. Laundry and
Kitchen Facilities. Board Optional. Good bus service. 4898929
ROOM & BOARD, Completely
furnished bedroom-access to
other rooms in the house. Linens supplied and laundered.
Personal laundry also done.
Phone, daily paper, cable t.v..
Homecooked meals. Lunches
packed. Good bus service.
Askfor more details at 7867739. Westend.
ROOM FOR RENT, 11x20
Room. Share, Kit, Bath, Laundry, located near College. $300.
includes everything. Call Janice
at 831-3302(work) or 8893021(home)

FOR SALE

WORD PROCESSING
ALL PAPERS PROOFED AND
SPELL CHECKED, GRAMMAR, EDITS INCL. DEGREES
IN ENGLISH & EDUCATION.
LASER. TOP QUALITY. ANNE
831 -5720
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
Resumes, Letters, Reports,
Anything you need typed. Excellent work. 24 hour service.
Confidentiality. Competitive
prices. Call Sandra at 697-8110
TYPING, Editing, help with
essay's including APA, call
Nancy at 589-5694.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

RESPONSIBLE female and/Or

The National Student
Health Network

PAGE 17

LOOKING FOR ADDITIONAL
FOR SALE, Cute Fire Engine

Red 1988 Chevy Turbo Sprint.
2 Door, 3 cylinder, 5 speed.
Great on gas! New Brakes! Must
sell: WILL bargain! $2999 obo.
Call Dennis at 275-7665
FOR SALE, West Bend 5200
hydraulic rowing machine with
electronic timer, $50. See Cathy
in D202 during day or call 8322481 after school.

income or summer
employment?Be your own
boss, set your own hours and
income level. Call 661-0029
SUMMER JOBS, Applications are
now being accepted for summer
jobs on cruiseships, airlines and
resorts. No exp. nec. For more info
send $2 and a S.A.S.E. to: World
Wide Travel Club, 5334 Yonge
Street, Suite 1407, Toronto, On.
M2n 6M2.

Muriel Upham, Counselling Centre. Tuesday, April 12,
12-1pm. NorWester Lounge.

COLORECTAL CANCER
DR. Oscar Olson, Family Practitioner. Thursday, April
14, 12-1pm. Black Lecture Theatre. Colon Cancer is a
leading cause of Death which may be prevented by early
detection.
WALK-A-FUN FOR PARTICIPATION CANADA FTTWEEK
THis years motto "Make It Happen." Team of 4 on a
scavenger Hunt through the college. Tower Lounge, Tuesday,
May 3, 11:30-fpm. DOOR PRIZES and REFRESHMENTS!
For more info and to register: Health Centre HM08

Sports
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Growing up at the hockey rink
Young Canadians give their all for the love of the game

By Greg Vermette

By Greg Vermette

I

still have my first pair of
skates.
Bauer "Guy Lafleur" size
thirteen, circa 1977. I rediscovered them the other day, hidden
within the caverns of my basement. Jammed into a box between
the Beatles "White Album" and a
polyester shirt with a collar so wide,
it could double as a tent. Only my
dad could wear something like that.
The skates were just as I remembered them. Toes that were corning apart. The blades coated with
rust. Ankle support that would flap
in the wind. It was a miracle that I
learned to skate at all!. I sat there
for a moment, admiring them.
Every hockey player has his own
version of the "good ol' days".
Winnipeg is a strange town. Bitwrly cold winters. Hot, humid
summers. From October to April
Winipeggers become consumed
with hockey. It dominates the
sports pages. Community clubs
and i ndoor arenas are besieged with
aspiring superstars. Pick-up games
of shinny fill the streets. We use a
game played with sticks and pucks
as a security blanket in the winter.
It protects us. We like it this way.
Sometimes I'm amazed that I

golf at Martha's Vineyard is great
pected"
The "Look At Me! Look At this time of year.
The "I'm Drunk on Power"
Me!" Award: To former Mets
just love award shows.
outfielder Vince Coleman, who Award: To CFL commissioner
There is nothing like the
gut-wrenching suspense proved just how bad he wanted Larry Smith. Larry Went wacky
that comes with waiting to see if media exposure when he decided with U.S. expansion giving franWhitney Houston wins yet another that throwing lit frecrackers at chises to anyone with a set of deep
award for her mind-numbing ren- small children would be a fun thing pockets. When will this guy realdition of "I Will Always Love to do. Hey Vince, here is another ize that if it ain't the NFL, AmeriYou". (By the Way, didn't she win fun thing you should try: maturity. cans don't want it? In about three
The " Sudden Loss of Eyesight" years, that's when.
with this song last year?)
The "Ahh...Whoops" Award:
So in the spirit of a month that Award: To Washington Capifeatures both the Grammys and the tols' forward Dale Hunter. After To former Michigan Basketball
Oscars, I will now present the win- Hunter blindsided the Islanders' player Chris Webber. During the
ners and the losers in the world of Pierre Turgeon after he scored finals of the NCAA championship
sports during the past twelve during the '93 playoffs, Hunter last April, Webber called a time
months. The results were tabu- responded "I didn't realize he had out that the Wolverines didn' t have.
lated from my own self-opinion, so scored." Hey, all that cheering It eventually cost the game. And
accuracy is really not an issue here. and celebrating couldn't have poor Chris. He will have to learn
how to deal with the pain while
The "In Your Face" Award: meant a goal could it Dale?
The "A Little More Cheese collecting S5 million a year from
To Philadelphia Flyer phenom Eric
Lindros. While he spent most of With Your Whine?" Award: To the Golden State Warriors.
The "I'm Proud to be a Canahis rookie year spilling beer on most of Major League Baseball.
women and proclaiming his wealth, After retired basketball star dian" Award: To CTV. Their
a classy Finn named Teemu Michael Jordan decided he would Winter Olympic coverage gave us
Selanne quietly shattered Mike give baseball a shot, a lot of play- two solid weeks of Valerie Pringle,
Bossy's rookie goal scoring record ers decided to give their own shots, Rod Black, and Dan Matheson.
right at Jordan They have com- Pringle looked stupid, Black looked
with 76 by season's end.
The "Heaven on Earth" plained about the media attention confused and Matheson just looked
Award: To Blue Jay's outfielder bestowed on him, as well as telling tired. But there was always time to
Joe Carter. Joltin' Joe wrote him- everyone who will listen that Jor- praise the efforts of Canadian luge
self into the history book with a dan will fail miserably. I don't athletes that finished 52nd. Get a
towering shot that gave Toronto its blame Jordan Everyone needs a life.
And finally...
second consecutive World Series. hobby.
The "Just Go Away" Award:
The "How to Screw Up a
The "Guts Over Brains"
Award: To Sacramento Gold Team" Award: To former Jets To Tonya Harding and Nancy
Miner's owner Fred Anderson. In GM Mike Smith. Randy Gilhen? Kerrigan. I will make this short
1983, his club drew 10,000 paying Sergei Bautin? Milan Tichy? I and sweet. We have alt had enough.
customers to a game. When faced think Mike knew his fate months You have stolen the Olympic spotwith a first year operating deficit of prior to his release, and decided to ligh t away from atheletes who truly
$2 million, Anderson shrugged it play his own little practical joke deserve it. You arc reaping the
off, saying: "Hey, that's to be ex- on our beloved team. I hear the benefits of endorsements and

I

Eric Lindros: "In Your Face" Award winner.
movie deals that would have no
direct link to your skating abilities.
If there is a bright side to this
sporting debacle, it's that neither
of you won. Good riddance.
So there it is. It has certainly
been an interesting year in the sports
world. Unfortunately, not a lot of
the news has had anything to do
with sports. Obscene salaries and
just plain poor behavior have cast

a black eye on sport, especially baseball.
But for every embarrassing situation, there is a glimmer of hope. Elvis
Stojko. Tecmu Selanne. Michael
"Pinball" Clemons. Players like these
uphold the true beauty of the sport in
which they compete. They give us
hope that not everything in sport is
powered by corruption and greed.
They are all real winners.

Why work for peanuts
when you can sell them?
Starting your own business is one way to guarantee
yourself a job this summer.
If You're a full-time student returning to school this
fall and legally entitled to work in Canada, Challenge '94,
the government of Canada's summer employment program
for students, is offering loans of up to S3,000 to help
you start a business.
. Details are available at any branch of the Federal
Business DevelOpment Bank, Canada Employment
Human Resources
Developpement des
Development Canada nnsources huntalnes Canada

Just come to us with your idea, and we'll see what
WC can do about putting you to work for someone you
really like. You.
Call toll-free:
1 800 361-2126.

Canada

(94

NATPONAL

we

saw

NATIONALE

■ Hockey has played a valuable role in many young lives.
practice after practice, he could
consistently tie the skates of twelve
players. None of us had the strength
to tie our own properly, so dad
would do it. And he never complained. In fact, I think in some
strange way, he enjoyed it. It made
him feel like a part of the team.
In hockey, dads are important.
If you play hockey in Winipeg,

Do the Spring Thing!
Come experience evening dining

Centres, Canada Employment Centres for Students, any
branch of the Royal Bank of Canada or the National Bank
of Canada.

Federal easiness Banque Wink
Devolopment Bank de divekylownent

played for sixteen years. Sixteen
years. Hell, I'm only 21. I feel
dated. Coming from a family of
four boys, I was the only one who
truly lived for the game. My brothers played, but only because their
friends were doing it. They didn't
have the love.
To be successful, you have to
have the love.
I began my playing days the same
as any other boy. Community
Clubs. House Leagues. Outdoor
practices in conditions when as
our weather broadcasters would
say, "exposed skin would freeze
after one minute". But the weather
neve seemed to bother us. We
would play just for the love of
playing. Eventually our toes would
freeze. When they began to thaw,
we wished they had just stayed
frozen. It hurt that much.
During the early years, my dad
performed two specific duties for
the team. Assistant Coach and
Official Team Skate-Lacer. He
liked being an ;resistant. It meant
he could still be a teacher without
the headaches of being Head
Coach. It just wasn't his style to
act as a drill sergent for a bunch of
hyper six year-olds.
And the skates. I still don't understand how game after game,

Mr: ROYAL BANK
BANOUE ROYALE

at the Assiniboia Inn dining
room. Now in its 19th year, the
Assiniboia Inn specializes in
serving delicious gourmet meals
at great prices. Staffed
exclusively by Hotel &
Restaurant and Chef Training
students-who will put out all the
stops to pamper you. Just
think...fresh flowers, candle light,
formal service, full bar...now
after a long day at the college or
on your way out to enjoy the
night, make the Assiniboia Inn a
part of your evening.
Reservations will be accepted
for seating from 5 pm to 7 pm
and can be made in person or by
calling 632-2594.

Assiniboia Inn
March I I-April 20

you have to start in the community
club until you turn eleven. That's
when it gets serious. Kids then had
an opportunity to play in different
levels of competition. Triple 'A'
was the elite, the highest level you
could play in the province. Double
'A' was for kids almost as talented,
in a league that was substantially
cheaper that Triple 'A'. Finallly
'A' hockey was played within the
community clubs. It was a level
played by kids with marginal talent, but who still loved to play.
I played Double 'A' for four
years. We had basically kept the
same team throughout, and we were
good. Damn good. Twice we won
the provincial championship. But
that wasn't the best part of the
experience.
We were all friends. We were
like brothers. It was just as much
fun talking about girls in the dressing room as it was when we stepped
on to the ice. And when one of us
was getting roughed up during the
game, everyone on the team would
back him up. We didn't take any
crap.
Sometimes, I think my family
was in that dressing room.
When I turned 16, I finally
cracked the Triple 'A' squad. First
time ever. I should have been
happy. I should have enjoyed it.
But I didn't.
When you are with the same
group of guys for four years, it's
hard to leave. If I played Triple
'A' that year, I would have been
playing with a bunch of spoiled
kids born with silver spoons in
their mouths. Kids that would suffer so much verbal abuse from
director-like coaches that it would
have made me give up the game for
good. To me, that's not what the

game is about. To me, that's not
fun.
I missed my brothers.
Last year I quit playing competitive hockey. Not because of the
pressure. Not because of wonky
knees. I had just had enough. I
think if you do anything for sixteen
straight years, you eventually get
tired of it.
But I still have the love. I follow
the National Hockey League religiously. I continue to play
recreationally once a week. I still
have fun.
And those skates. I don't think I
will ever get rid of those skates. I
just can't picture myself at a yard
sale selling them to some clown
who wants to lowball me from a
dollar down to seventy-five cents.
Hockey, directly or indirectly has
moulded me into the person I am
today. I'm still trying to figure out
if that's a good thing.
Looking back (a favorite expression among former atheletes) , it's
the brotherhood of the game that I
miss the most. i would do anything
to play with my brothers again.
Now I'm 21 years old looking back
on a sixteen year "career".
I feel old. And I feel sad.

to-

